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A Pair of Zoomers Pitch their Podcasting Tent

The Sill Podcast: Perspectives on Art and Technology is approaching its one
hundredth episode. Co-hosted by zoomers Harry Posner – Dufferin County’s first
Poet Laureate – and Peter Noce, an AV media producer and computer technology
trainer, tutor, and troubleshooter, The Sill is a weekly podcast that is perfectly
designed for the eclectic listener.
On the podcast they talk about all things related to art and technology, drawing
upon their life experiences and vocations to create an organic conversation that is
both lively and thought-provoking.
A pair of baby boomers in their sixties who grew up in southern Ontario, Noce and
Posner graduated university but neither ultimately pursued their respective field of
studies, instead becoming autodidacts, following their own artistic and
technological directions. Together, they share their interests and passions with
listeners on The Sill.
“The original concept of the podcast was to bridge and/or explore areas relating to,
but not necessarily limited to, art and technology,” said Posner. “This allows for a
wide range of topics. Over the first 83 podcasts we’ve discussed artificial
intelligence, the power of poetry in the digital age, explored the worlds of tea and
coffee, aging, death and dying, and interviewed a range of fascinating people. The
whole point is to both educate and entertain, and to re-enliven the art of
conversation.”
Noce concurs with Posner and adds, “The birth of my granddaughter and ongoing
work with clients, most of whom are zoomers, were instrumental motivators in my
decision to create a podcast. Harry was one of my clients with whom I eventually
collaborated on other projects and subsequently approached to co-host what is now
The Sill podcast, a culmination of my life long love of audio and the spoken word.”
New departments on the podcast include The Undefinable Spirit, Digging Words,
Transcendent Tunes, and Time Trek, where the hosts do interviews, explore potent
words, brilliant music, and powerful moments in human history.
For zoomers Noce and Posner, The Sill is not just a passionate pastime, but a
potentially useful vehicle for opening minds and hearts to different ways of
approaching the world.
Listen to episodes of The Sill at TheSillPodcast.com.
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